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A/AS Level History for AQA The Quest for Political Stability:
Germany, 1871–1991 Student Book
AQA approved Enhance and expand your students' knowledge and understanding
of their AQA breadth study through expert narrative, progressive skills
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development and bespoke essays from leading historians on key debates. - Builds
students' understanding of the events and issues of the period with authoritative,
well-researched narrative that covers the specification content - Introduces the key
concepts of change, continuity, cause and consequence, encouraging students to
make comparisons across time as they advance through the course - Improves
students' skills in tackling interpretation questions and essay writing by providing
clear guidance and practice activities - Boosts students' interpretative skills and
interest in history through extended reading opportunities consisting of specially
commissioned essays from practising historians on relevant debates - Cements
understanding of the broad issues underpinning the period with overviews of the
key questions, end-of-chapter summaries and diagrams that double up as handy
revision aids

A/AS Level History for AQA The Making of a Superpower: USA,
1865–1975 Student Book
My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: The American
Dream: Reality and Illusion, 1945-1980
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: History First Teaching: September
2015 First Exam: June 2016 AQA approved Enhance and expand your students'
knowledge and understanding of their AQA breadth study through expert narrative,
progressive skills development and bespoke essays from leading historians on key
debates. - Builds students' understanding of the events and issues of the period
with authoritative, well-researched narrative that covers the specification content Introduces the key concepts of change, continuity, cause and consequence,
encouraging students to make comparisons across time as they advance through
the course - Improves students' skills in tackling interpretation questions and essay
writing by providing clear guidance and practice activities - Boosts students'
interpretative skills and interest in history through extended reading opportunities
consisting of specially commissioned essays from practising historians on relevant
debates - Cements understanding of the broad issues underpinning the period with
overviews of the key questions, end-of-chapter summaries and diagrams that
double up as handy revision aids Democracy, Empire and War: Britain 1851-1964
This title explores political and social reform 1851-1914, the impact of both World
Wars, the creation of the Welfare State and the transformational social changes of
the 1950s and 1960s. It considers breadth issues of change, continuity, cause and
consequence in this period through examining key questions on themes such as
democracy, ideology, economy, society, Britain's' position in the world and the
impact of key individuals.

AQA A-level History: The Making of a Superpower: USA
1865-1975
A/AS Level History for AQA The Wars of the Roses, 1450–1499
Student Book
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Retaining all the well-loved features, this book is now matched to the new AQA
specification and covers AS and A Level content together. With a strong focus on
history skills, exam practice and specially selected sources and extracts, this book
covers the period in depth, to help students understand key ideas, events and
developments.

A/AS Level History for AQA Russia in the Age of Absolutism and
Enlightenment, 1682–1796 Student Book
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: History First Teaching: September
2015 First Exam: June 2016 Target success in AQA AS/A-level History with this
proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is
combined with exam preparation activities and exam-style questions to create a
revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their
knowledge. - Enables students to plan and manage a successful revision
programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidates knowledge with clear
and focused content coverage, organised into easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages
active revision by closely combining historical content with related activities Helps students build, practise and enhance their exam skills as they progress
through activities set at three different levels - Improves exam technique through
exam-style questions with sample answers and commentary from expert authors
and teachers - Boosts historical knowledge with a useful glossary and timeline

A/AS Level History for AQA The Tudors: England, 1485–1603
Student Book
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book covers The Making of Modern Britain,
1951-2007 Depth component. Completely matched to the new AQA specification,
this full-colour Student Book provides valuable background information to
contextualise the period of study. Supporting students in developing their critical
thinking, research and written communication skills, it also encourages them to
make links between different time periods, topics and historical themes.

A/AS Level History for AQA The Reformation in Europe,
c1500–1564 Student Book
AQA approved Enhance and expand your students' knowledge and understanding
of their AQA breadth study through expert narrative, progressive skills
development and bespoke essays from leading historians on key debates. - Builds
students' understanding of the events and issues of the period with authoritative,
well-researched narrative that covers the specification content - Introduces the key
concepts of change, continuity, cause and consequence, encouraging students to
make comparisons across time as they advance through the course - Improves
students' skills in tackling interpretation questions and essay writing by providing
clear guidance and practice activities - Boosts students' interpretative skills and
interest in history through extended reading opportunities consisting of specially
commissioned essays from practising historians on relevant debates - Cements
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understanding of the broad issues underpinning the period with overviews of the
key questions, end-of-chapter summaries and diagrams that double up as handy
revision aids The Making of a Superpower: USA 1865-1975 This title explores the
era of reconstruction, the development of the US as an economic power, its role in
international affairs, domestic issues and its emergence as a superpower. It
considers breadth issues of change, continuity, cause and consequence in this
period through examining key questions on themes such as governance, economy,
society, the role of the USA in world affairs, ideology and the impact of key
individuals.

A/AS Level History for AQA Spain in the Age of Discovery,
1469–1598 Student Book
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: History First Teaching: September
2015 First Exam: June 2016 Target success in AQA AS/A-level History with this
proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is
combined with exam preparation activities and exam-style questions to create a
revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their
knowledge. - Enables students to plan and manage a successful revision
programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidates knowledge with clear
and focused content coverage, organised into easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages
active revision by closely combining historical content with related activities Helps students build, practise and enhance their exam skills as they progress
through activities set at three different levels - Improves exam technique through
exam-style questions with sample answers and commentary from expert authors
and teachers - Boosts historical knowledge with a useful glossary and timeline

A/AS Level History for AQA Revolution and Dictatorship:
Russia, 1917–1953 Student Book
Target success in AQA AS/A-level History with this proven formula for effective,
structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam preparation
activities and exam-style questions to create a revision guide that students can
rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. - Enables students to plan
and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner Consolidates knowledge with clear and focused content coverage, organised into
easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages active revision by closely combining historical
content with related activities - Helps students build, practise and enhance their
exam skills as they progress through activities set at three different levels Improves exam technique through exam-style questions with sample answers and
commentary from expert authors and teachers - Boosts historical knowledge with a
useful glossary and timeline

A/AS Level History for AQA The Age of the Crusades,
c1071–1204 Student Book
My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: Democracy and
Nazism: Germany, 1918–1945
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A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book covers The Sun King: Louis XIV, France
and Europe, 1643-1715 Depth component. Completely matched to the new AQA
specification, this full-colour Student Book provides valuable background
information to contextualise the period of study. Supporting students in developing
their critical thinking, research and written communication skills, it also
encourages them to make links between different time periods, topics and
historical themes.

A/AS Level History for AQA Democracy and Nazism: Germany,
1918–1945 Student Book
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book provides full coverage of the Russia in
the Age of Absolutism and Enlightenment, 1682-1796 Breadth component.
Completely matched to the new AQA specification, this full-colour Student Book
provides valuable background information to contextualise the period of study.
Supporting students in developing their critical thinking, research and written
communication skills, it also encourages them to make links between different
time periods, topics and historical themes.

My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: Revolution and
dictatorship: Russia, 1917–1953
Target success in AQA AS/A-level History with this proven formula for effective,
structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam preparation
activities and exam-style questions to create a revision guide that students can
rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. - Enables students to plan
and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner Consolidates knowledge with clear and focused content coverage, organised into
easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages active revision by closely combining historical
content with related activities - Helps students build, practise and enhance their
exam skills as they progress through activities set at three different levels Improves exam technique through exam-style questions with sample answers and
commentary from expert authors and teachers - Boosts historical knowledge with a
useful glossary and timeline

My Revision Notes: Aqa As/A-Level History: The Making of
Modern Britain, 1951-2007
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book covers The Wars of the Roses,
1450-1499 Depth component. Completely matched to the new AQA specification,
this full-colour Student Book provides valuable background information to
contextualise the period of study. Supporting students in developing their critical
thinking, research and written communication skills, it also encourages them to
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make links between different time periods, topics and historical themes.

A/AS Level History for AQA The Making of Modern Britain,
1951–2007 Student Book
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book covers The Making of a Superpower:
USA, 1865-1975 Breadth component. Completely matched to the new AQA
specification, this full-colour Student Book provides valuable background
information to contextualise the period of study. Supporting students in developing
their critical thinking, research and written communication skills, it also
encourages them to make links between different time periods, topics and
historical themes.

My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: The making of a
Superpower: USA 1865-1975
Target success in AQA AS/A-level History with this proven formula for effective,
structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam preparation
activities and exam-style questions to create a revision guide that students can
rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. - Enables students to plan
and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner Consolidates knowledge with clear and focused content coverage, organised into
easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages active revision by closely combining historical
content with related activities - Helps students build, practise and enhance their
exam skills as they progress through activities set at three different levels Improves exam technique through exam-style questions with sample answers and
commentary from expert authors and teachers - Boosts historical knowledge with a
useful glossary and timeline

AQA A-level History: Tsarist and Communist Russia 1855-1964
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: History First Teaching: September
2015 First Exam: June 2016 AQA approved Enhance and expand your students'
knowledge and understanding of their AQA breadth study through expert narrative,
progressive skills development and bespoke essays from leading historians on key
debates. - Builds students' understanding of the events and issues of the period
with authoritative, well-researched narrative that covers the specification content Introduces the key concepts of change, continuity, cause and consequence,
encouraging students to make comparisons across time as they advance through
the course - Improves students' skills in tackling interpretation questions and essay
writing by providing clear guidance and practice activities - Boosts students'
interpretative skills and interest in history through extended reading opportunities
consisting of specially commissioned essays from practising historians on relevant
debates - Cements understanding of the broad issues underpinning the period with
overviews of the key questions, end-of-chapter summaries and diagrams that
double up as handy revision aids The Tudors: England 1485-1603 A revised edition
of Access to History: An Introduction to Tudor England 1485-1603, this title
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explores the consolidation of the Tudor Dynasty under Henry VII and Henry VIII, the
years of instability and religious turmoil in the mid-Tudor period and the period of
relative stability during Elizabeth I's reign. It considers breadth issues of change,
continuity, cause and consequence in this period through examining key questions
on themes such as power, religion, opposition, relations with foreign powers and
the impact of key individuals.

My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: France in
Revolution, 1774–1815
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book provides full coverage of the Russia in
the Age of Absolutism and Enlightenment, 1682-1796 Breadth component.
Completely matched to the new AQA specification, this full-colour Student Book
provides valuable background information to contextualise the period of study.
Supporting students in developing their critical thinking, research and written
communication skills, it also encourages them to make links between different
time periods, topics and historical themes.

A/AS Level History for AQA The American Dream: Reality and
Illusion, 1945–1980 Student Book
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: History First Teaching: September
2015 First Exam: June 2016 Target success in AQA AS/A-level History with this
proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is
combined with exam preparation activities and exam-style questions to create a
revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their
knowledge. - Enables students to plan and manage a successful revision
programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidates knowledge with clear
and focused content coverage, organised into easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages
active revision by closely combining historical content with related activities Helps students build, practise and enhance their exam skills as they progress
through activities set at three different levels - Improves exam technique through
exam-style questions with sample answers and commentary from expert authors
and teachers - Boosts historical knowledge with a useful glossary and timeline

Oxford AQA History: A Level and AS Component 1: The Tudors:
England 1485-1603
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book covers the Challenge and
Transformation: Britain, c1851-1964 Breadth component. Completely matched to
the new AQA specification, this full-colour Student Book provides valuable
background information to contextualise the period of study. Supporting students
in developing their critical thinking, research and written communication skills, it
also encourages them to make links between different time periods, topics and
historical themes.
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The English Revolution, 1625-1660
Retaining well-loved features, this book covers in breadth issues of change,
continuity, and cause and consequence in the period of German history through
key questions such as how was Germany governed, what was the extent of social
and cultural change, and how effective was opposition?

My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: Stuart Britain and
the Crisis of Monarchy, 1603-1702
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book covers the Revolution and
Dictatorship: Russia, 1917-1953 Depth component. Completely matched to the
new AQA specification, this full-colour Student Book provides valuable background
information to contextualise the period of study. Supporting students in developing
their critical thinking, research and written communication skills, it also
encourages them to make links between different time periods, topics and
historical themes.

AQA A-level History: The Quest for Political Stability: Germany
1871-1991
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book covers the Royal Authority and the
Angevin Kings, 1154-1216 Depth component. Completely matched to the new AQA
specification, this full-colour Student Book provides valuable background
information to contextualise the period of study. Supporting students in developing
their critical thinking, research and written communication skills, it also
encourages them to make links between different time periods, topics and
historical themes.

My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: The Cold War,
c1945-1991
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying: Exam Board: AQA Level:
A Level Subject: History First teaching: September 2015 First exams: June 2017
Retaining all the well-loved features from the previous editions, The Tudors has
been approved by AQA and matched to the 2015 specifications. With a strong
focus on skills building and exam practice, this book covers in breadth issues of
change, continuity, and cause and consequence in this period of English history
through key questions such as how effectively did the Tudors develop the powers
of the monarchy, and how did English society and economy change. Its aim is to
enable students to understand and make connections between the six key themes
covered in the specification. Students can further develop vital skills such as
historical interpretations and source analyses via specially selected sources and
extracts. Practice questions and study tips provide additional support to help
familiarize students with the new exam style questi
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MY REVISION NOTES
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: History First Teaching: September
2015 First Exam: June 2016 Target success in AQA AS/A-level History with this
proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is
combined with exam preparation activities and exam-style questions to create a
revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their
knowledge. - Enables students to plan and manage a successful revision
programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidates knowledge with clear
and focused content coverage, organised into easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages
active revision by closely combining historical content with related activities Helps students build, practise and enhance their exam skills as they progress
through activities set at three different levels - Improves exam technique through
exam-style questions with sample answers and commentary from expert authors
and teachers - Boosts historical knowledge with a useful glossary and timeline

The Cold War C1945-1991
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: History First Teaching: September
2015 First Exam: June 2016 Target success in AQA AS/A-level History with this
proven formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is
combined with exam preparation activities and exam-style questions to create a
revision guide that students can rely on to review, strengthen and test their
knowledge. - Enables students to plan and manage a successful revision
programme using the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidates knowledge with clear
and focused content coverage, organised into easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages
active revision by closely combining historical content with related activities Helps students build, practise and enhance their exam skills as they progress
through activities set at three different levels - Improves exam technique through
exam-style questions with sample answers and commentary from expert authors
and teachers - Boosts historical knowledge with a useful glossary and timeline

A/AS Level History for AQA The Sun King: Louis XIV, France and
Europe, 1643–1715 Student Book
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book covers the American Dream: Reality
and Illusion, 1945-1980 Depth component. Completely matched to the new AQA
specification, this full-colour Student Book provides valuable background
information to contextualise the period of study. Supporting students in developing
their critical thinking, research and written communication skills, it also
encourages them to make links between different time periods, topics and
historical themes.

AQA A Level History the Quest for Political Stability
A/AS Level History for AQA Royal Authority and the Angevin
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Kings, 1154–1216 Student Book
AQA approved Enhance and expand your students' knowledge and understanding
of their AQA breadth study through expert narrative, progressive skills
development and bespoke essays from leading historians on key debates. - Builds
students' understanding of the events and issues of the period with authoritative,
well-researched narrative that covers the specification content - Introduces the key
concepts of change, continuity, cause and consequence, encouraging students to
make comparisons across time as they advance through the course - Improves
students' skills in tackling interpretation questions and essay writing by providing
clear guidance and practice activities - Boosts students' interpretative skills and
interest in history through extended reading opportunities consisting of specially
commissioned essays from practising historians on relevant debates - Cements
understanding of the broad issues underpinning the period with overviews of the
key questions, end-of-chapter summaries and diagrams that double up as handy
revision aids

My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History The British Empire,
c1857-1967
Retaining well-loved features from the previous editions,The Cold War has been
approved by AQA and matched to the new 2015 specification. This textbook
explores in depth the evolving course of international relations during an era of
tension between communist and capitalist powers. It focuses on key ideas such as
communism and anti-communism, aggression and détente, and the power of
nuclear technology, and covers events and developments with precision. Students
can further develop vital skills such as historical interpretations and source
analyses via specially selected sources and extracts. Practice questions and study
tips provide additional support to help familiarize students with the new exam style
questions, and help them achieve their best in the exam.

Oxford AQA History: A Level and AS Component 2: The Cold
War c1945-1991
Target success in AQA AS/A-level History with this proven formula for effective,
structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam preparation
activities and exam-style questions to create a revision guide that students can
rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. - Enables students to plan
and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner Consolidates knowledge with clear and focused content coverage, organised into
easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages active revision by closely combining historical
content with related activities - Helps students build, practise and enhance their
exam skills as they progress through activities set at three different levels Improves exam technique through exam-style questions with sample answers and
commentary from expert authors and teachers - Boosts historical knowledge with a
useful glossary and timeline

My Revision Notes: AQA AS/A-level History: The Tudors:
England, 1485-1603
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A/AS Level History for AQA Challenge and Transformation:
Britain, c1851–1964 Student Book
Target success in AQA AS/A-level History with this proven formula for effective,
structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam preparation
activities and exam-style questions to create a revision guide that students can
rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. - Enables students to plan
and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner Consolidates knowledge with clear and focused content coverage, organised into
easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages active revision by closely combining historical
content with related activities - Helps students build, practise and enhance their
exam skills as they progress through activities set at three different levels Improves exam technique through exam-style questions with sample answers and
commentary from expert authors and teachers - Boosts historical knowledge with a
useful glossary and timeline

A/AS Level History for AQA Russia in the Age of Absolutism and
Enlightenment, 1682–1796 Student Book
AQA approved Enhance and expand your students' knowledge and understanding
of their AQA breadth study through expert narrative, progressive skills
development and bespoke essays from leading historians on key debates. - Builds
students' understanding of the events and issues of the period with authoritative,
well-researched narrative that covers the specification content - Introduces the key
concepts of change, continuity, cause and consequence, encouraging students to
make comparisons across time as they advance through the course - Improves
students' skills in tackling interpretation questions and essay writing by providing
clear guidance and practice activities - Boosts students' interpretative skills and
interest in history through extended reading opportunities consisting of specially
commissioned essays from practising historians on relevant debates - Cements
understanding of the broad issues underpinning the period with overviews of the
key questions, end-of-chapter summaries and diagrams that double up as handy
revision aids The Making of a Superpower: USA 1865-1975 This title explores the
era of reconstruction, the development of the US as an economic power, its role in
international affairs, domestic issues and its emergence as a superpower. It
considers breadth issues of change, continuity, cause and consequence in this
period through examining key questions on themes such as governance, economy,
society, the role of the USA in world affairs, ideology and the impact of key
individuals.

AQA A-level History: Britain 1851-1964: Challenge and
Transformation
Target success in AQA AS/A-level History with this proven formula for effective,
structured revision; key content coverage is combined with exam preparation
activities and exam-style questions to create a revision guide that students can
rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. - Enables students to plan
and manage a successful revision programme using the topic-by-topic planner Page 11/14
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Consolidates knowledge with clear and focused content coverage, organised into
easy-to-revise chunks - Encourages active revision by closely combining historical
content with related activities - Helps students build, practise and enhance their
exam skills as they progress through activities set at three different levels Improves exam technique through exam-style questions with sample answers and
commentary from expert authors and teachers - Boosts historical knowledge with a
useful glossary and timeline

AQA A-level History: The Making of a Superpower: USA
1865-1975
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book covers The Tudors: England,
1485-1603 Breadth component. Completely matched to the new AQA specification,
this full-colour Student Book provides valuable background information to
contextualise the period of study. Supporting students in developing their critical
thinking, research and written communication skills, it also encourages them to
make links between different time periods, topics and historical themes.

A/AS Level History for AQA The English Revolution, 1625–1660
Student Book
AQA approved Enhance and expand your students' knowledge and understanding
of their AQA breadth study through expert narrative, progressive skills
development and bespoke essays from leading historians on key debates. - Builds
students' understanding of the events and issues of the period with authoritative,
well-researched narrative that covers the specification content - Introduces the key
concepts of change, continuity, cause and consequence, encouraging students to
make comparisons across time as they advance through the course - Improves
students' skills in tackling interpretation questions and essay writing by providing
clear guidance and practice activities - Boosts students' interpretative skills and
interest in history through extended reading opportunities consisting of specially
commissioned essays from practising historians on relevant debates - Cements
understanding of the broad issues underpinning the period with overviews of the
key questions, end-of-chapter summaries and diagrams that double up as handy
revision aids

AQA A-level History: Stuart Britain and the Crisis of Monarchy
1603-1702
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book covers The Quest for Political Stability:
Germany, 1871-1991 Breadth component. Completely matched to the new AQA
specification, this full-colour Student Book provides valuable background
information to contextualise the period of study. Supporting students in developing
their critical thinking, research and written communication skills, it also
encourages them to make links between different time periods, topics and
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historical themes.

AQA A-level History: The Tudors: England 1485-1603
A new series of bespoke, full-coverage resources developed for the AQA 2015 A/AS
Level History. Written for the AQA A/AS Level History specifications for first
teaching from 2015, this print Student Book provides full coverage of The Age of
the Crusades, c1071-1204 Breadth component. Completely matched to the new
AQA specification, this full-colour Student Book provides valuable background
information to contextualise the period of study. Supporting students in developing
their critical thinking, research and written communication skills, it also
encourages them to make links between different time periods, topics and
historical themes.
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